
Abstract: 

The importance of religion in the work of Miguel de Unamuno is undeniable. This work is an 

interpretation and analysis of Unamunos' religious thinking in his most important essays and 

poetry and its' objective is to point out how the concept of Unamunos' religios thinking is 

reflected in his poetry, and underline differentiations and specificsog his poetic expressions of 

religious feeling in comparison with his essayistic works. My work is divided in theoretical and 

practical part: in theoretical part, is the analysis of fundaments of Unamunos' religious 

concepts (desire for immortality, oposition of mind and emotion, the creative power of belief, 

God as a garantie of immortality). Attention is also placed upon the breaking point in authors 

spiritual life, which he lived thrue in the year 1897. Within the merits of description of 

theological-philosophic background of Unamunos work, a closer attention is given to the 

inspiration obtained from liberal potestant theology and filosofical opinions of Blaise Pascal 

and Søren Kierkegaard. Some space is also given to Unamuns posture towards Catholic Church 

and his critic of this organization, as well as his relationship with the movement of  Catholic 

Modernism. In the practical part of work is explained the importance and the specific position 

of poetry, in authors work and there are also analyzed religious themes present in 3 poetic 

collections (poesías, Rosario de sonetos líricos and Cristo de Velásquez). Concepts of authors 

religious thinking are not essentially different from those present in his essays, but they are 

more personalized, and the poetical expressions of religios views are, paradoxically, more 

understandable and clearer than in his essayistic writings. Based on my reaserch and findings 

I came to the conclusion that authors poetry, which is marginalized within his work due to it´s 

prozaic form, is on the contrary very valuable source for understanding and explanation of his 

religious thinking.  

 


